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Chapter 9 1

Computational Models of Measurement 2

and Hempel’s Axiomatization 3

Edwin Beggs, José Félix Costa, and John V. Tucker 4

9.1 Introduction 5

We are developing a methodology and mathematical theory to examine how data isAQ1 6
represented and computations are performed by physical systems. The research pro- 7

gramme is shaped by questions about what can be computed by (i) physical systems 8

in isolation and (ii) physical systems combined with algorithms. The methodology 9

is formulated using five principles that focus on the role of a physical theory in 10

formalising experiments. Our theory for isolated physical systems begins in Beggs 11

and Tucker (2006, 2007, 2008, 2009) and that for physical systems and algorithms 12

begins in Beggs et al. (2008a,b, 2009, submitted). A central technical idea is to use 13

a physical experiment as an oracle to a Turing machine. This changes the nature of 14

oracle queries and introduces new and subtle protocols to manage the time taken 15

by queries and tolerances in data exchanges. Typically, we use an experiment E.x/ 16

designed to measure a physical quantity represented by a real number x. The ora- 17

cle is expected to extend the computing power of the Turing machines. For specific 18

experiments, we have characterised the class of sets decidable by these machines 19
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156 E. Beggs et al.

using non-uniform complexity classes and we have shown that the oracles extend 20

the power of Turing computability substantially. 21

However, recently in Beggs et al. (submitted, 2009b), we have added a new, 22

sixth principle which changes the perspective of the mathematical theory of Tur- 23

ing machines with physical oracles. Instead of viewing the experiment as an oracle 24

boosting the power of Turing machines, we view the Turing machine as control- 25

ling and, indeed, performing the experiment. Specifically, Principle 6 leads us to 26

suppose that: 27

The Turing machine models a human experimenter conducting the experiment. 28

The relationship between experimenter and experiment is modelled by the pro- 29

tocols that apply to the oracle queries. In Beggs et al. (submitted) we study in some 30

detail a Newtonian experiment to measure mass, which reveals concepts and prop- 31

erties of wide applicability. 32

Thus, with Principle 6 of Beggs et al. (submitted, 2009b), we find we are in 33

possession of a fledgling computational model of the process of doing physical ex- 34

periments and making measurements. The model accommodates 35

(i) Logical properties of the process of following an experimental procedure, made 36

up of instructions specified by a physical theory; 37

(ii) Quantitative constraints of precision and error margins and of the cost in time 38

and other resources needed to perform experiments 39

We have looked at several experiments and the questions arise: 40

To what extent is our computational model of experimentation general? What is 41

measurement? 42

In this paper we begin to explore these questions with the help of the philosophy 43

of physics. We relate our computational model to the desiderata of Geroch and 44

Hartle (1986) for an investigation into computable aspects to measurement. We con- 45

sider the axiomatic theory of measurement established by Carl G. Hempel (1952), 46

and elaborated by Rudolf Carnap (1966), and apply it to our computational models 47

of measurement. Do our models satisfy Hempel’s axioms? Yes. Do they reveal new 48

general properties of measurement? Yes. Indeed, we show that the models uncover 49

some shortcomings in Hempel’s characterisation, which we repair with new axioms. 50

Hempel’s theory is based on two predicates intended to make comparisons be- 51

tween some physical attribute: think of an equivalence and ordering applied to 52

some attribute of a set of objects. On measuring the attribute using real numbers, 53

the comparison predicates are mirrored by the standard predicatesD and <, which 54

are undecidable on computable real numbers. This is more than an inconvenience 55

for an axiomatic theory of measurement, where tolerances and accuracy are central 56

concepts. This undecidability can be ameliorated in different ways. We introduce 57

the operational concept of computational resources, specifically time, into Hempel’s 58

axioms; the resulting axiomatisation we believe to be new. The idea of considering 59

time as a cost in deciding the equality of measurements is suggested by our previous 60

technical work on the model (e.g., see Beggs et al. (2008a, 2009a)). 61

Let us consider the impact of adding time to Hempel’s view of measurement. 62

Hempel uses the experience of measuring mass with a balance scale to introduce his 63
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axioms. The notions of two objects weighing the same, or one weighing less than 64

the other, are quite intuitive. However, as the masses of the two objects approach 65

one another, the measurement becomes more and more troublesome, due to friction 66

and nature of the balance: two objects in the pans may be in equilibrium one day but 67

are found no longer to be in equilibrium the next. Hempel (1952), end of Chapter 10 68

and middle of Chapter 11, develops the following argument: 69

Hempel 1. The most important — and perhaps the only — type of fundamental measurement used 70
in the physical sciences is illustrated by the fundamental measurement of mass, length, temporal 71
duration, and a number of other quantities. It consists of two steps: first, the specification of a 72
comparative concept, which determines a nonmetrical order; and, second, the metrization of that 73
order by the introduction of numerical values Œ: : :� Now we return to our illustration [of measuring 74
mass]. In formulating specific criteria for this case, we will use abbreviatory phrases: of any two 75
objects, x and y Œ: : :� we will say that x outweights y if, when the objects are placed into opposite 76
pans of a balance in a vacuum, x sinks and y rises; and we will say that x balances y if under the 77
conditions described the balance remains in equilibrium. 78

Hempel is aware of the need of improving accuracy to define metrical properties 79

for the mass concept (hence the vacuum1). However, there is no awareness, either 80

in Hempel’s or in Carnap’s theories, that the time to run an experiment is actually a 81

fundamental concept when allocating numerical values to attributes in a consistent 82

way. Hempel is conscious of this limitation of his axiomatization of measurement 83

of quantities that take real values, or even rational values. In a footnote, he declares 84

the following: 85

Hempel 2. This account of the fundamental measurement of mass is necessarily schematized with 86
a view to exhibiting the basic logical structure of the process. We have to disregard such consid- 87
erations as that the equilibrium of a balance carrying a load in each pan may not be disturbed by 88
placing into one of the pans an additional object which is relatively light but whose mass is ascer- 89
tainable by fundamental measurement. This means that fundamental measurement does not assign 90
exactly one number to every object Œ: : :� 91

Measurement is a mapping from objects to numbers. By introducing time 92

in Hempel’s axiomatization, we establish a more accurate semantical basis for 93

these maps. 94

The structure of the paper is this. In Section 9.2, we review the Hempel–Carnap 95

theory of measurement. In Section 9.3, we recall the computational model of an 96

experiment to measure mass from Beggs et al. (submitted) Such computational mod- 97

els are gedankenexperimente. We review the ideas of Geroch and Hartle (1986) in 98

Section 9.4. In Section 9.5 we look at mass in Newtonian dynamics. In Section 9.6, 99

we present a new axiomatization of measurement by generalising Hempel’s axioms 100

in order to introduce the time taken by a measurement process. This is, indeed, 101

a generalisation, from which we can recover the old axiomatization. Finally, in 102

Section 9.7, we show how the computational perspective implies that not all quan- 103

tities are measurable. 104

1 Why should the balance be in a vacuum? It is not because of friction. It is because there are
substances in the atmosphere that have “negative weight” such as hydrogen and helium.
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9.2 Theory of Measurement 105

9.2.1 The Three Concepts of Measurement 106

According to Hempel (1952) and Carnap (1966), the construction of a quantitative 107

concept, based on measurement, involves three phases. For illustration, we use the 108

quantitative concept of mass as measured by the balance. 109

The Classificatory Phase Classification is based upon some primitive method of 110

sorting concepts into groups according to similarities. What aspect is chosen is 111

termed an attribute. Classification is essentially subjective. To make finer classi- 112

fications, attention must be paid to details of the objects being classified, which 113

demands more time of the taxonomist. 114

The Comparative Phase The attributes that define the classification need to be 115

compared. A comparative concept is something observable of attributes and what 116

is observed is termed an event. It constitutes the basis for a quantitative concept; 117

although the comparative concept seems to be unique, the quantitative one can be 118

understood and axiomatized in different ways. 119

For the concept of weight, we introduce the comparative concepts of lighter, 120

heavier, and equal in weight. These concepts have an empirical procedure by which 121

we can take any pair of objects and observe. 122

If the two objects balance, they are of equal weight. If the objects do not balance, 123

the object on the pan that rises is lighter than the object on the pan that sinks. 124

Let these observable events define the relations of “equality” E and “less than” 125

L, respectively. 126

The Quantitative Phase The attributes we wish to compare are assigned numerical 127

values by a map M from objects to numbers. Carnap (1966), says: 128

Carnap 1. The qualitative language is restricted to predicates (for example, “grass is green”), 129
while the quantitative language introduces what are called functor symbols, that is, symbols for 130
functions that have numerical values. This is important, because the view is widespread, especially 131
among philosophers, that there are two kinds of features in nature, the qualitative and the quan- 132
titative. Some philosophers maintain that modern science, because it restricts its attention more 133
and more to quantitative features, neglects the qualitative aspects of nature and so gives an entirely 134
distorted picture of the world. This view is entirely wrong, and we can see that it is wrong if we 135
introduce the distinction at the proper place. When we look at nature, we cannot ask: “Are these 136
phenomena that I see here qualitative phenomena or quantitative?” That is not the right question. 137
If someone describes these phenomena in certain terms, defining those terms and giving us rules 138
for their use, then we can ask: “Are these the terms of a quantitative language, or are they the terms 139
of a prequantitative, qualitative language?”. 140

The measurements must preserve the comparisons. For mass, we need to define 141

the relations between the events associated with the balance scale and the map M : 142

for any objects a and b, (i) if aEb then M.a/ D M.b/ and (ii) if aLb then M.a/ < 143

M.b/. 144
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9.2.2 The Axiomatization of Measurement 145

In Hempel’s book (1952), Part III, Chapters 9 to 13, we find an axiomatization of 146

measurement in Physics and other empirical sciences; a discussion of Hempel’s 147

axiomatization is Carnap (1966). 148

Consider a class O of physical objects endowed with some attribute (such as 149

mass, electric charge, or temperature, etc.). A measurement of an attribute in the 150

sense of Hempel is a map M W O ! N , where N is a number system such as the 151

integers Z, rationals Q, or reals R. For definiteness, we will choose M W O ! R. 152

Hempel’s axiomatization of measurement establishes an ordering of the objects 153

of O. To have a measurement, we need an instrument or experimental apparatus, 154

and observations defining events that implement physically the two special compar- 155

ative predicates E and L over the set O: 156

1. If objects a and b are identical in the observed attribute, then aEb is the case. 157

2. If object a is less than object b in the observed attribute, then aLb is the case. 158

The experimental apparatus works with the objects from O, allowing the experi- 159

menter to establish a comparison of values of a given attribute. 160

Definition 1. Given two binary relations E and L; L is E-irreflexive if, for all ob- 161

jects a and b in O, if aEb is the case, then aLb does not hold. 162

Definition 2. Given two binary relations E and L; L is E-connected if, for all ob- 163

jects a and b in O, if aEb does not hold, then aLb or bLa is the case. 164

Definition 3. Two binary relations E and L determine a comparative concept, or a 165

quasi-series, for the elements of O, if E is an equivalence relation and L is transi- 166

tive, E-irreflexive, and E-connected. 167

Let E be the set of observable events. Let I W O � O ! E be an abstract 168

implementation map. In Hempel’s examples in Hempel (1952), the set E of events 169

can be reduced to the bipolar set f�1; 0;C1g: the outcome of each experiment with 170

objects a and b will tell us that either aLb (the event denoted by �1), or aEb (the 171

event denoted by 0), or bLa (the event denoted by C1). The experimenter has to 172

identify which physical events are to be denoted by �1; 0;C1. 173

In the example of the balance, if we put objects a and b in the left pan and the 174

right pan, respectively. Event �1: the left pan rises and the right pan sinks – aLb 175

is the case. Event C1: the left pan sinks and the right pan rises – bLa is the case. 176

Event 0 (or the non-event): the balance remains in equilibrium – aEb is the case. 177

A careful reading of Chapter 12 of Hempel (1952), on the notion of fundamental 178

measurement, introduced by Campbell (1928), we find that a detailed sub-structure 179

of O can be identified, consisting of a standard object, called the unit mass, together 180

with its multiples and submultiples: this substructure we call the toolbox of stan- 181

dards.2 By reducing the number of axioms in Hempel’s theory (namely, removing 182

2 This is done by considering a semigroup of objects O D hO; ıI 1i, with the distinguished element
1 called the unit, and some internal structure to generate fractions and multiples of the unit.
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the axioms of extensivity, developed by Suppes (1951)), we can provide a first work- 183

able definition of measurement map for a set of objects: 184

Definition 4. Let E and L be comparative relations on the set O of objects 185

.Definition 3/. Suppose there exists an experimental apparatus to witness these 186

relations and let E be a set of elements denoting physical events. 187

Suppose f�1; 0;C1g � E and whenever the experiment is done with arbitrary 188

objects a; b 2 O, if the outcome is event �1, then aLb is the case, if the outcome 189

event is C1, then bLa is the case, and if the outcome is 0, then aEb is the case. 190

Then the map M W O ! R is a measurement map if 191

Axiom 1. If aEb, then M.a/ D M.b/. 192

Axiom 2. If aLb, then M.a/ < M.b/. 193

We think this is a good definition capturing Hempel’s construction of a quantita- 194

tive concept from a comparative concept, as Hempel (1952) suggests: 195

Hempel 3. Any function M which assigns to every element x of O exactly one real-number value, 196
M.x/, will be said to constitute a quantitative or metrical concept, or briefly a quantity (with the 197
domain of application O); and if M meets the conditions just specified, we will say that it accords 198
with the given quasi-series. 199

The axiomatization allows to prove simple results such as 200

Proposition 1. For all a, b in O, one, and only one, of the following statements 201

holds: .a/ aEb, .b/ aLb, or .c/ bLa. 202

Proof. First, we show that at least one of the three conditions hold. Suppose aEb. 203

Then we are done. Suppose that aEb is not the case. Since L is E-connected, either 204

aLb or bLa. Thus, one of the three relations holds. We show that only one can hold. 205

a. Suppose that aEb. Since L is E-irreflexive, aLb is not the case. Since E is an 206

equivalence, bEa is also the case. Again, since L is E-irreflexive, bLa is not 207

the case. 208

b. Suppose that aLb. Since aEa, we can not have bLa, because by transitivity 209

we would get aLa and L is E-irreflexive. We can not also have aEb, since 210

E-irreflexivity implies that aLb, a contradiction. 211

c. The argument is the same as b. ut 212

The converse of the axioms in Definition 4 hold. 213

Proposition 2.

If M.a/ D M.b/; then aEb: (9.1)

If M.a/ < M.b/; then aLb: (9.2)

Proof. We argue by contraposition. (1) Suppose that aEb is not the case. Then 214

we have either aLb or bLa, that is either M.a/ < M.b/ or M.b/ < M.a/, by 215
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definition. It follows that M.a/ ¤ M.b/. (2) Suppose now that aLb is not the case. 216

Then either aEb or bLa, that is either M.a/ D M.b/ or M.b/ < M.a/. ut 217

Proposition 3.

8x 8y .xEy , 8u ..xLu , yLu/ ^ .uLx , uLy/// : (9.3)

8x 8y 8z ..xEy ^ yLz/ ) xLz/ : (9.4)

Axioms 1 and 2 in Definition 4, are not far from Hempel’s own theory as stated 218

in Hempel (1952): 219

Hempel 4. Let E and L be two relations which determine a quasi-serial order for a class O. 220
We will say that this order has been metricized if criteria have been specified which assign to each 221
element x of O exactly one real number, M.x/, in such a manner that the following conditions are 222
satisfied for all elements x, y of O: [follows Axioms 1 and 2]. 223

This (first) axiomatization of measurement3 is troubled by the undecidability 224

ofD for quantities ranging over the real numbers. In Section 9.6, we will show how 225

to generalize Hempel’s axioms in order to have decidable comparison relations, by 226

the introduction of time complexity to an experiment. 227

9.3 The Collider Experiment 228

In this section we describe an example of an experiment about elastic collision for 229

the purpose of measuring the unknown (inertial) mass of a particle. The experiment 230

is conducted exactly as described in Beggs et al. (submitted). This type of experi- 231

ment to measure mass was and still is at the heart of mechanics. A generalization 232

of the collision experiment can be used to measure the mass of a star or of a planet, 233

measures that cannot be done with the balance scale. 234

9.3.1 Theory 235

As a gedankenexperiment, we consider a very simple situation at the limit of physi- 236

cal reality: a one dimensional elastic collision of two particles. The elastic collision 237

between two particles on a line is dictated by two basic laws of Physics: the con- 238

servation of linear momentum and the conservation of kinetic energy, both of which 239

can be derived from Newtonian laws of dynamics (see Section 9.5). 240

3 There can be further structure for the map M , e.g., depending on the fact that the attribute con-
sidered is either extensive (e.g., mass) or intensive (e.g., temperature).
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9.3.2 Experiment 241

In the one dimensional collision the center of mass of the two particles are in the 242

same line of motion. Let m and � be the masses of the two particles. We will assume 243

that the particle of “unknown” mass � is always at rest before the collision, and that 244

the “proof” particle of mass m is projected along the line towards the particle of 245

unknown mass � with speed u D 1:0 .˙"/ ms�1, e.g. with 0 � " � 0:1.4 After the 246

collision the particle of mass m acquires the speed vm and the particle of mass � is 247

projected forward with speed v�. 248

By the conservation of momentum and kinetic energy, the collision is described 249

by the equations: 250

mu D mvm C �v�; (9.5)

1

2
mu2 D 1

2
mv2

m C
1

2
�v2

�; (9.6)

that can be solved for vm and v�: 251

vm D m� �

mC �
u; (9.7)

v� D 2m

mC �
u: (9.8)

From these formulae we see that after a collision: 252

a. if m < �, then the proof particle move backwards after the collision. 253

b. if m > �, then the proof particle will move forward. 254

c. if m D �, then the proof particle of mass m comes to rest and the particle of 255

unknown mass � is projected forward with the previous value of the speed of the 256

proof particle. 257

This experiment can be designed to measure the unknown mass �, using proof 258

particles of known mass m projected at the same speed u. 259

We establish the convention that the particle of unknown mass is placed at the 260

origin of coordinates and points P� � �1m and PC � C1m are the flags of the 261

experimenter’s observations: when the proof particle is seen crossing the points P� 262

or PC the experiment terminates. If the proof mass crosses the flag P� then we 263

have m < � (as depicted in Fig. 9.1), and if it crosses the flag PC, we have m > �. 264

For this experiment there are various facts that are largely irrelevant, or where 265

errors can be tolerated. These include the (finite) distance between the two flags, the 266

precision of the placement of the flags, the error in placing the particle of the un- 267

known mass at the origin (let us say approximately 0 m), and the initial speed of the 268

4 This error margin in the initial speed of the proof particle of mass m means that precision in speed
does not matter for this experiment.
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� �

�

� �

2 m

before the collision

after the collision

proof mass

proof mass

u
1 ms−1

unknown mass

unknown mass

vm vμ

P+P−

P+P−

0

0

Fig. 9.1 Collider machine experiment

proof particle (let us say approximately 1 ms�1). Note that the observed velocities 269

of the particles after the collision, after crossing one or both the flags, are irrelevant. 270

However quantities and facts that are relevant include: the one dimensional 271

character; that the masses of the unknown particles are continuous variable in the 272

range (0,1); that the particle of unknown mass � is at rest; and that the collisions 273

are elastic. 274

Looking closer to the experiment, we however find an experimental barrier: the 275

time for the proof particle crossing the distance of 1 m after the collision is given by 276

texp D 1

u

ˇ̌
ˇ̌mC �

m� �

ˇ̌
ˇ̌ ; (9.9)

that, for the values we will take of the masses and initial speed, is of the order of 277

A

jm � �j � texp � B

jm � �j ; (9.10)

for some constants A and B . 278

9.3.3 CME as Oracle 279

In the shooting state the machine prepares and fires a proof particle of mass m as 280

detailed above. The experiment continues until the proof particle crosses one of the 281

flags P˙, and then returns a state m < � or m > � to the Turing machine. 282

The Turing machine is connected to the collider experiment CME in the same 283

way as it would be connected to an oracle: we replace the query state with a shooting 284
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state .qs/, the “yes” state with a lesser state .ql/, and the “no” state with a 285

greater state .qg/. The resulting computational device is called the (analogue- 286

digital) collider machine experiment. 287

In order to carry out an experiment, the machine will write a word z in the query 288

tape and enter the shooting state. The word z codes for a dyadic rational mass m 289

of the “proof” particle. In the shooting state the machine prepares and fires a proof 290

particle of mass m as detailed above. The experiment continues until the proof par- 291

ticle crosses one of the flags P˙, and then returns a state m < � or m > � to the 292

Turing machine. 293

Technically, this word z will either be “1”, or a binary word beginning with 0. 294

We will use y ambiguously to denote both a word y1 � � �yn 2 f1g[f0sW s2 f0; 1g�g 295

and the corresponding dyadic rational
Pn

iD1 2�iC1yi 2 Œ0; 1�. In this case, we write 296

jyj to denote n, i.e., the size of y1 � � �yn. 297

Consider the precision of the experiment. When measuring the output state the 298

situation is simple: either the proof particle of mass m crosses P� or it crosses PC 299

(or, after some timeout, no proof particle is detected). Errors in observation do not 300

arise. There are different postulates for the precision of the experiment, and we list 301

some in order of decreasing strength: 302

Definition 5. The CME is error free if the mass of proof particle can be set exactly 303

to any given dyadic rational number. The CME is error prone with arbitrary preci- 304

sion if the mass of proof particle can be set only to within a non-zero, but arbitrarily 305

small, dyadic precision. The CME is error prone with fixed precision if there is a 306

value " > 0 such that the mass of proof particle can be set only to within a given 307

precision ". 308

9.3.4 Bisection Algorithm 309

Now we can describe the algorithm in full detail. Let T W N ! N be the time 310

given for the experiment to take place as a function (total map) of the size of the 311

sequence of bits setting the value of the mass of the proof particle. The function T 312

can be seen as a schedule, i.e., in each experiment, in order to read the jmj-th bit of 313

the mass �; T .jmj/ gives the amount of time steps that the experimenter is prepared 314

to wait until resuming the experimental conditions. The function T can either be a 315

computable function or a non-computable function of its argument. 316

After setting the mass m, the CME will fire a proof particle of mass m, wait 317

T .jmj/ time units, and then check if the particle crossed one of the flags. If the 318

particle crossed the flag P�, then the Turing machine computation will be resumed 319

in the state ql . If the particle crossed the flag PC, then the Turing machine compu- 320

tation will be resumed in the state qg . Perhaps, after time T .jmj/, no proof particle 321

is detected. 322

Bisection.t/ – THE BISECTION ALGORITHM: A PROCEDURE TO READ THE FIRST 323

n BITS OF A UNKNOWN MASS � 324
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1. input n – required precision coded by the number of places to the right of the 325

left leading 0; 326

2. m1 WD 0; m2 WD 1; m WD 0 – initial values with no physical significance; note 327

jm1j D 0; jm2j D 1, and jmj D 0; 328

3. while jmj � n do 329

(a) m WD m1Cm2

2
; 330

(b) place the particle of unknown mass � 2 Œ0; 1� at the origin; 331

(c) project proof particle of mass m to collide with particle of unknown mass; 332

(d) if proof particle crosses the flag P� in time T .jmj/ then m1 WD m; append 333

1; – it is known that � 2�m; m2Œ; 334

(e) if proof particle crosses the flag PC in time T .jmj/ then m2 WD m; append 335

0; – it is known that � 2�m1; mŒ; 336

(f) if no particle crosses the flags in time T .jmj/ then return time out; 337

4. end while; 338

5. output dyadic rational denoted by m. 339

The bisection method applies to each type of precision. 340

9.3.5 Notions of Measurable 341

Definition 6. A mass � is said to be measurable if there exists a schedule T such that 342

the digits of � can be computed by performing the collision experiment repeatedly. 343

Otherwise, the mass is said to be non-measurable. 344

Definition 7. A mass � is said to be effectively measurable if there exists a com- 345

putable schedule T such that the digits of � can be computed by performing the 346

collision experiment repeatedly. Otherwise, the mass is said to be effectively non- 347

measurable. 348

To measure time we need to make step counting and time explicit inside the 349

machine. To introduce a system clock as part of the Turing machine we can employ 350

the concept of a time constructible function, introduced by Hartmanis in 1965. 351

Definition 8. A total function f WN ! N is said to be time constructible if there is 352

a Turing machine M such that, for all n 2 N and all inputs of size n, M halts in 353

exactly f .n/ steps. 354

Definition 9. A mass � is said to be feasible if there exists a time constructible 355

computable schedule T such that the digits of � can be computed by performing the 356

collision experiment repeatedly. Otherwise, the mass is said to be non-feasible. 357
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9.3.6 Notions of Computation 358

Definition 10. An error free analogue-digital collider machine is a Turing ma- 359

chine connected to an error prone CME. In a similar way, we define an error 360

prone analogue-digital collider machine with arbitrary precision, and an error prone 361

analogue-digital collider machine with fixed precision. 362

If an error prone analogue-digital collider machine, with unknown mass � 2 363

.0; 1/, is triggered by the proof particle with dyadic rational mass z 2 Œ0; 1�, then we 364

are certain that the computation will be resumed in the state ql if m < �, and that 365

it will be resumed in the state qg when m > �. We define the following decision 366

criteria: 367

Definition 11. Let A � ˙� be a set of words over ˙ . We say that an error free 368

analogue-digital collider machine M decides A if there exists a time constructible 369

schedule t to operate the coupled CME and an oracle � such that, for every input 370

w 2 ˙�, w is accepted if w 2 A and rejected when w … A. We say that M decides 371

A in polynomial time, if M decides A, and there is a polynomial p such that, for 372

every w 2 ˙�, the number of steps of the computation is bounded by p.jwj/. 373

Definition 12. Let A � ˙� be a set of words over ˙ . We say that an error prone 374

analogue-digital collider machine M decides A if there exists a time constructible 375

schedule t to operate the coupled CME with a given oracle � and a number � < 1
2

, 376

such that the error probability of M for any input w is smaller than � . We call 377

correct to those computations which correctly accept or reject the input. We say that 378

M decides A in polynomial time, if M decides A, and there is a polynomial p such 379

that, for every input w 2 ˙�, the number of steps in every computation of M on w 380

is bounded by p.jwj/. 381

We can end this section with some results about questions that are experimentally 382

undecidable: 383

Proposition 4. That the proof mass coincides with the given unknown mass cannot 384

be established experimentally in finite time by the CME. 385

Proof. According to Eq. 9.10, as m ! � through the bisection method, the time the 386

experimenter has to wait goes to infinity, texp ! C1. If the two masses coincide, 387

then the experimenter will never know. ut 388

As a trivial consequence of this statement we have the folowing theorem. 389

Proposition 5. To know if the unknown mass is a dyadic rational cannot be estab- 390

lished experimentally in finite time by the CME. 391

And, finally, one important statement to keep in memory for the sections to 392

follow, and its fundamental consequence. 393
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Proposition 6. At each stage of the bisection algorithm, the lower bounds on the 394

time of a single experiment with the CME are exponential in the size of the mass of 395

the proof particle. 396

Proof. We know that the time taken by a single experiment is given by Eq. 9.10 at 397

step n with jmj D n. Thus � has a pattern of the form � D m˙m0 � 2�n0�1, with 398

m0 2 Œ0; 1� and n0 > n, and texp has a pattern of the form 399

texp � Kˇ̌
m � �

m˙m0 � 2�n0�1
�ˇ̌ ;

that is,5 400

texp � Kˇ̌˙m0 � 2�n0�1
ˇ̌ 2 ˝ .2n/ ;

Thus, we have the following consequence: ut 401

Proposition 7. The protocol that processes queries between a Turing machine and 402

the collider takes time that is at least exponential in the size of the mass of the proof 403

particle specified by the queries. 404

9.4 Geroch–Hartle on Computability and Measurement 405

Let us consider the reflections of physicists Geroch and Hartle on computability and 406

measurement (Geroch and Hartle 1986). Several of their speculations and questions 407

are analysed formally in our theory. 408

Geroch and Hartle start by considering the concept of measurable number in 409

contrast to the concept of computable number: 410
Geroch–Hartle 1. We propose, in parallel with the notion of a computable number in mathemat- 411
ics, that of a measurable number in a physical theory. The question of whether there exists an 412
algorithm for implementing a theory may then be formulated more precisely as the question of 413
whether the measurable numbers of the theory are computable. 414

Then they add some considerations on numbers being measurable and/or 415

computable: 416

Geroch–Hartle 2. We argue that the measurable numbers are in fact computable in the familiar 417
theories of physics, but there is no reason why this need be the case in order that a theory have 418
predictive power. Indeed, in some recent formulations of quantum gravity as a sum over histories, 419
there are candidates for numbers that are measurable but not computable. 420

They introduce the notion of a technician measuring physical variables: 421

Geroch–Hartle 3. Regard number w as measurable if there exists a finite set of instructions for 422
performing an experiment such that a technician, given an abundance of unprepared raw materials 423
and an allowed error ", is able by following those instructions to perform the experiment, yielding 424
ultimately a rational number within " of w. 425

5 Let f and g be total maps with signature N ! N. We say that f 2 ˝.g/ if there exists a
constant k 2 R such that, for an infinite number of values of n 2 N; f .n/ > kg.n/.
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The accuracy " is to be understood as arbitrarily small. The technician and set 426

of instructions, together with some memory to take account of intermediate calcu- 427

lations, we replace by a Turing machine. In our model of measurement embodied 428

in Principle 6, the Turing machine represents formally the physicist or the experi- 429

menter. Thus, we propose the assumption: 430

Thesis 1. The experimenter following his or her instructions is modelled by a Tur- 431

ing machine. The measuring process is controlled by an algorithm that runs on the 432

machine, generating the atomic instructions, specified by theory T , to be performed 433

at each step of the experimental procedure. 434

This postulate says that the experimenter cannot escape the logic of following a 435

set of rules as formalised by computability theory; and, of course, that the logic of 436

experimental procedures can be captured completely by a Turing machine. 437

A point not considered in Geroch and Hartle (1986) is that not all measurements 438

are possible. Assuming the physicist to be a Turing machine, then the limits of 439

Turing machine computation can determine limits on measurements and, therefore, 440

on the nature of physical experiments. 441

As we will see in Section 9.6, our work makes the concept of measurable as 442

precise as the concept of computable. Now this was not the intention of Geroch and 443

Hartle (1986): 444

Geroch–Hartle 4. “Measurable” is analogous to, although of course much less precise than, 445
“computable”. The technician is analogous to the computer, the instructions to the computer pro- 446
gram, the “abundance of unprepared raw materials” to the infinite number of memory locations, 447
initially blank. Indeed, one can think of the measurable numbers as those that are “computable” 448
using an analog, rather than digital, computer. 449

Geroch and Hartle stress need for a theory to specify a gedankenex-periment as 450

follows: 451

Geroch–Hartle 5. The notion “measurable” involves a mix of natural phenomena and the theory 452
by which we describe those phenomena. Imagine that one had access to experiments in the physical 453
world, but lacked any physical theory whatsoever. Then no number w could be shown to be mea- 454
surable, for, to demonstrate experimentally that a given instruction set shows w measurable would 455
require repeating the experiment an infinite number of times, for a succession of "s approaching 456
zero. One could not even demonstrate that a given instruction set shows measurability of any num- 457
ber at all, for it could turn out that, as " is made smaller, the resulting sequence of experimentally 458
determined rationals simply fails to converge. It is only a theory that can guarantee otherwise. The 459
situation is analogous to that of trying to demonstrate that a given Fortran program shows some 460
number to be computable. There is no general algorithm for deciding this. In particular, it would 461
not do merely to run the program for a few selected values of ". 462

Now, how does the Turing machine communicate with Nature? We believe that 463

this interaction is captured by the concept of the continuing evolution of a physical 464

experiment acting as an oracle. 465

Thesis 2. The measurement apparatus is taken to be an oracle to a Turing machine. 466

The interaction is achieved through a protocol which counts time. After each consul- 467

tation, the oracle may provide one bit of the measurement. This bit also provides the 468

necessary information to the machine to proceed with the experimental procedure. 469
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Geroch and Hartle argue that every computable number is measurable. A few 470

paragraphs further on, Geroch and Hartle provide the flavour of a proof. This proof 471

is given to the reader by the following: 472

Geroch–Hartle 6. This is easy to see: Let the instructions direct that the raw materials be assem- 473
bled into a computer, and that a certain Fortran program – one specified in the instructions – be run 474
on that computer. That is, every digital computer is at heart an analog computer. 475

Then the authors ask the following question: 476

Geroch–Hartle 7. We now ask whether, conversely, every measurable number is computable – 477
or, in more detail, whether current physical theories are such that their measurable numbers are 478
computable. This question must be asked with care. 479

Actually, the question received a very careful answer in our Beggs and Tucker 480

(2007): the experiment SME demonstrates that there are numbers that are measur- 481

able in Newtonian dynamics but that are not computable. 482

9.5 The Laws of Dynamics 483

In this section we explain how the collider experiment lies at the heart of measur- 484

ing masses in Classical Mechanics. Our aim is to define formally the measurement 485

function for (inertial) mass from Newtonian dynamics. 486

First Law The first law of Newton establishes that a particle not subjected to a 487

net force will move in a uniform motion in a straight line. Since the motion of a 488

particle has to be specified with respect to a particular reference frame, the content 489

of the first law can only be understood if such a reference frame is provided. Also, 490

looking at the statement of the first law, we see that the concept of force was not 491

yet defined. The first law should be regarded in the following way: in a region of 492

space containing the particle, far away from all other matter, we can always define 493

a reference frame with respect to which that particle will move in a uniform motion 494

in a straight line. Such a reference frame is the inertial reference frame; an example 495

is that of the stars – Kepler’s reference frame.6 496

Second Law Having found a inertial reference frame, the departure from a uniform 497

motion in a straight line is “measured” by the kinematic concept of acceleration. 498

The departure from a constant speed in a straight line should be due to a force that is 499

impressed on the particle by some physical process. If v is the velocity of a particle 500

in that reference frame, in an arbitrary instant of time t , its acceleration a D dv
dt 501

will be nonzero, and this quantity will be a convenient measure of the force f being 502

applied. 503

6 The reference frame of the stars is a good inertial frame for experiments carried out on Earth.
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In accordance with the Aristotelian principle that causes should be proportional 504

to their effects, Newton assumed that f is proportional to a, or f D ma, where m is 505

the coefficient that will depend on the particle under consideration and that we will 506

call (inertial) mass.7 507

Third Law According to Newton’s third law, when two particles P and Q interact, 508

the force applied on P by virtue of Q is equal to the force applied on Q by virtue 509

of P , but of opposite direction. 510

Newton defined momentum p of a particle as the product of its inertial mass m 511

by its velocity v.8 Taken together, the second and the third laws give rise to the law 512

of conservation of momentum that implies that the sum of momenta of two particles 513

before a collision is equal to the sum of momenta of the same particles after that 514

collision. If � and 1 are the masses of the two particles a and b, respectively, and 515

ua and 0 are their respective velocities immediately before the collision, and va and 516

v1 are their velocities immediately after the collision, then 517

�ua D �va C v1 (9.11)

that is 518

� D kv1k
kua � vak (9.12)

and 519

.ua � va/ � D v1: (9.13)

This last equation implies that the vectors ua�va and v1 are colinear, a result that 520

constitutes the essence of the third law of Newton. For the unidimensional collider, 521

Eq. 9.12 can be rewritten with the velocity scalars: 522

� D v1

ua � va

(9.14)

where ua and v1 are always positive and va, speed of the particle of proof mass, 523

can be either negative or positive depending on its behaviour after the collision – 524

bouncing back or going forward. 525

The Determination of Mass These equations show that the third law is also the 526

way to ascertain the value of the coefficient called mass. Eq. 9.12 gives the mass 527

of an arbitrary particle using a standard particle (of mass 1 kg): this value can be 528

measured in a collision experiment. Thus, if one of the particles is chosen as unit, 529

then the masses of all other particles can be determined by making them collide with 530

the standard particle. Consider a possible measurement map M for mass. 531

7 To Aristotle the force applied is the cause and in some way the velocity is the effect. Since uniform
motion in a straight line does not need any explanation, Newton searched for the variation of
uniform motion in a straight line as the required effect.
8 In the Principia, Newton defined force as change of momentum, i.e., f D dp

dt .
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The inertial mass M.a/ of a particle a, as determined by the collider and velocity 532

measurements only, is defined by Eq. 9.14 rewritten in the form: 533

M.a/ D v1

ua � va

; (9.15)

where ua and va are the velocities of particle a before and after the collision, and v1 534

is the velocity after the collision of the standard reference particle. Here are some 535

simple consistency theorems: 536

Proposition 8. M.a/ < M.b/ if, and only if, the particle a of mass � bounces back 537

when projected towards the particle b of mass �0 at rest. 538

Proof. By Eq. 9.7, we have that 539

va D � � �0

�C �0
ua;

where the sign of va is decided by the difference � � �0. Thus, we only have to 540

prove that � < �0. But, since M.a/ < M.b/, we conclude 541

v1

ua � va

<
v01

ub � vb

;

if, and only if, 542
�v1

�ua � �va

<
�0v01

�0ub � �0vb

;

and, by conservation of momentum, if, and only if, 543

�v1

v1

<
�0v01
v01

;

and, finally, if, and only if, � < �0. ut 544

In a similar way, it is straighforward to prove that: 545

Proposition 9. M.a/ D M.b/ if, and only if, the particle a of mass � becomes at 546

rest when projected towards the particle b with the same mass at rest. 547

The basic question is: Does the CME implement a comparative concept sup- 548

porting a formal measurement M in the sense of Hempel? Does M qualify as a 549

measurement function? We will see that, indeed, we have both a comparative con- 550

cept and a measurement. 551
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9.6 Refinement of the Theory of Measurement 552

9.6.1 Measuring Quantities 553

Suppose that we wish to measure an attribute of an object of O using real numbers. 554

We need a map M W O ! R assigning to each object a 2 O an attribute value 555

M.a/. Such a map cannot be chosen arbitrarily. To qualify as a measurement in an 556

empirical science, an experiment must be conceived that “validates” or “witnesses” 557

the definition. The experimental apparatus works with the objects from O, allowing 558

the experimenter to compare different objects with respect to a given attribute. The 559

outcome of each experiment is an event that tells us whether or not the attribute 560

of object a is less than the attribute value of object b. Observing the equipment, 561

there will be an event for “yes”, an event for “no”, and an event for “don’t know”. 562

As we will see shortly, in our theory, “don’t know” is an event “experiment timed 563

out”. With time in mind, we adapt the notation in Section 9.2.2: in the bipolar subset 564

of events we replace 0 with ? (“undefined”) to mark that the binary equivalence E 565

is true. 566

Let us assume there is a time t 2 N associated to each experiment. A collection of 567

such times constitute the schedule of the collider protocol. In all measurement pro- 568

cedures in this paper, the experimenter – the Turing machine – generates a possibly 569

infinite sequence of binary words fzigi2N. If the time schedule of oracle consulta- 570

tion allows, then this sequence converges into the unknown real � being measured 571

(in its binary expansion). 572

For the purpose of what follows, every number � can be seen as an infinite bi- 573

nary string. We don’t accept infinite suffixes of 1s to denote dyadic rationals. If a 574

sequence is finite, then we consider an infinite number of 0s padded to its right. 575

The concept of limit induces a topology over the set of finite and infinite binary 576

sequences f0; 1g!. 577

Definition 13. We say that the sequence of binary words fzi gi2N converges to � if 578

.a/ for all i 2 N; zi is a finite sequence, .b/ for all i 2 N; zi is a prefix of �, and 579

.c/ for each prefix z of �, there is a i 2 N such that z is a prefix of zi . 580

Each experimental apparatus A we have explored so far is specified by a phys- 581

ical theory T and is designed to measure a real number �. Let A.T ; �/ denote the 582

experimental apparatus together with the quantity. We are able to define precisely 583

the notion of a measurable number:9 584

Definition 14. Let A.T ; �/ be an experimental apparatus for physical theory T and 585

physical quantity �. The number � is measurable if the Turing machine equipped 586

with the physical oracle O.T ; �/ and a time schedule can produce an infinite se- 587

quence of prefixes of �; fzigi2N, without timing out in any query, such that 588

9 Compare the context of Geroch and Hartle (1986) and Beggs et al. (2008a, c, 2009a).
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lim
i!1 zi D �: (9.16)

In the bisection method, the infinite sequence of queries is almost such a se- 589

quence fzigi2N, but not quite since each query may differ in the last bit from a prefix 590

of the unknown number being measured. We define the meet operation, which al- 591

lows us to identify the largest common prefix to two given words over the same 592

alphabet ˙ : 593

Definition 15. Let ˛ and ˇ be two finite or infinite words over the same alphabet ˙ . 594

We define the meet ˛ u ˇ as the finite word � over ˙ , if it exists, such that .a/ � 595

is prefix of both ˛ and ˇ and .b/ if ı over ˙ is prefix of both ˛ and ˇ, then ı is a 596

prefix of � . It such a prefix does not exist we say that the meet is undefined. 597

Thus, according with our previous analysis of experimental situations, the se- 598

quence of queries involved in the bisection procedure has the following property: if 599

� is measurable, then the sequence fzi u�gi2N converges to �. Notice that, whenever 600

one of the words over ˙ is finite, the meet is always defined. If the meet is unde- 601

fined, we say that its size is infinite. The following proposition is straightforward 602

to prove: 603

Proposition 10. Let A.T ; �/ be an experimental apparatus for physical theory T 604

and physical quantity �. The number � is measurable if, and only if, a Turing ma- 605

chine with physical oracle O.T ; �/ and a time schedule can produce an infinite 606

sequence of queries fzigi2N such that 607

lim
i!1 zi u � D �: (9.17)

9.6.2 Measurement Axioms with Time 608

We begin with some properties of abstract binary relations indexed by a real param- 609

eter “time” t > 0 on a set O. 610

Definition 16. A relation Et in O � O, for the time bound t > 0, is said to be a 611

timed equivalence relation if there is a K 	 1 so that 612

.a/ Et is reflexive, 613

.b/ Et is timed symmetric: for every a, b in O, if aEt b, then bEt=Ka, 614

.c/ Et is timed transitive: for every a, b, and c in O, if aEtb and bEtc, then aEt=Kc, 615

.d/ if t < t 0, then aEt 0b ) aEt b. 616

Definition 17. Two binary relations Et and Lt .t > 0/ determine a timed compar- 617

ative concept for the elements of O, if 618

.a/ Et is a timed equivalence relation, 619

.b/ there is a K 	 1 so that for every a, b, c in O, if aLt b and bLtc, then aLt=Kc, 620

.c/ for all t > 0 and a, b 2 O, exactly one of aEtb; aLt b; bLta holds, 621

.d/ if t < t 0, then aLt b ) aLt 0b. 622
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Note that Definition 17(c) summarises the ideas of irreflexivity and 623

connectedness. 624

Note also that, although property 16(d) is kept explicitly, it can be omitted, since 625

it is derivable from the other properties listed in Definition 16 and those listed in 626

Definition 17. 627

Proposition 11. If t < t 0, then aEt 0b ) aEtb. 628

Proof. Suppose that aEt 0b holds. Then aLt 0b does not hold, due to property 629

Definition 17(c). We conclude, by Definition 17(d), that aLt b does not hold. Then, 630

either bLt a or aEt b holds. If bLta holds, then bLt 0a holds and aEt 0b cannot hold, 631

by Definition 17(c), which is against the hypothesis. Thus aEtb is the case. ut 632

Now suppose we have an experimental apparatus for making measurements. This 633

takes the form of some form of comparison of two objects in O taking place in a 634

given time t > 0. (The time t is allowed to vary over real values for convenience, but 635

there would be no problem in restricting it to rational values, or with slight modifi- 636

cation to some formulae, integer values.) The possible outcomes for the experiment 637

are labelled f�1;?;C1g, where ? should be thought of as “no answer”. We will 638

now define, for all t > 0, binary relations Et and Lt on O by using this experiment. 639

Later we shall discuss when these relations obey Definition 17. 640

Definition 18. Whenever the experiment is done with arbitrary objects a, b 2 O, if 641

the outcome in time t is event �1, then aLt b is the case, if the outcome in time t is 642

event isC1, then bLta is the case, and if the outcome in time t is “no answer” .?/, 643

then aEtb is the case. 644

Definition 19. Let Et and Lt be timed comparative relations on the set O of objects 645

.Definition 17/. Suppose there exists an experimental apparatus to witness these re- 646

lations, as in Definition 18. Then the map M W O ! R is a measurement map if 647

1. For all time t > 0, if aLt b holds, then M.a/ < M.b/. 648

Considering the real M.a/, for the object a 2 O, as an infinite binary sequence, 649

we denote by M.a/�n the dyadic rational corresponding to the prefix of size n of 650

M.a/ and by an an object from O with that measure. Such an object an exists due to 651

the convention of the toolbox of standards: once specified the unit, we have access 652

to all its multiples and submultiples. 653

Definition 20. The complexity of a measurement map M W O! R, given the timed 654

comparative relations Et and Lt on the set O of objects, is the map T W N ! N 655

defined as follows: 656

T .n/ D min ft 2 N f0g W anLt a for some a; an 2 O with M .an/ D M.a/�ng :

For the collider machine experiment, the complexity of the measurement map 657

is exponential. This complexity of measurement is, indeed, a lower bound on the 658

time needed to get an answer from the machine, as can be seen in the proof of 659

Proposition 6. 660
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Now, we introduce an extra axiom for the physical apparatus. 661

Definition 21. The apparatus satisfies the separation property for the measurement 662

map M W O ! R if for every objects a and b in O, if M.a/ < M.b/, then there 663

exists a time bound t such that aLt b. 664

To connect these ideas with Hempel’s axiomatisation, we use the following 665

definition: 666

Definition 22. Given the timed comparative concept Et and Lt , for some time 667

bound t, we define the following relations Elim and Llim: 668

.a/ for every a and b in O; aElimb if aEtb for every time bound t, and 669

.b/ for every a and b in O; aLlimb if there exists a time bound t such that aLt b. 670

Proposition 12. If the two relations Et and Lt define a timed comparative con- 671

cept (Definition 17) and the physical apparatus witnessing the relations satisfies 672

the separation property (Definition 21), then the two relations Elim and Llim define 673

a comparative concept and M is a measurement map in the sense of Hempel (see 674

Definitions 3 and 4). 675

Proof. We have to prove that Hempel’s axiomatization holds, which is straightfor- 676

ward. 677

1. Elim is reflexive: Suppose that, for some object a in O; aElima does not hold. It 678

means that, for some time bound t; aEta does not hold, which is a contradiction 679

with the fact that Et is reflexive. 680

2. Elim is symmetric: Use Definition 16(b). 681

3. Elim is transitive: Use Definition 16(c). 682

4. Llim is transitive: Use Definition 17(b). 683

5. Llim is Elim-irreflexive: Suppose that, for some objects a and b in O, both aElimb 684

and aLlimb hold. Then, there is a time bound t such that aLt b. Since Lt is Et - 685

irreflexive, we conclude that aEt b does not hold, which is contradictory with the 686

case that aElimb holds. 687

6. Llim is Elim-connected: Suppose that, for some objects a and b in O; aElimb does 688

not hold. Then, there is a time bound t such that aEt b does not hold. Con- 689

sequently, since Lt is Et -connected, either aLt b or bLta, meaning that either 690

aLlimb or bLlima. 691

7. Suppose that M.a/ ¤ M.b/. Then either M.a/ < M.b/ or M.a/ > M.b/. 692

Consider the first case. By the separation property (Definition 21), there exists 693

a time bound t such that aLt b holds. Consequently, aEt b is not the case and, 694

therefore, aElimb is not the case. 695

8. If aLlimb, then there exists a time bound t such that aLt b and, consequently, 696

M.a/ < M.b/. 697

And we are done! ut 698
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9.6.3 The Collider as an Example 699

Now we are in a position to prove that the CME is a measuring process and that the 700

mass obtained by the collision experiment is a measurement map. We use O to de- 701

note the set of objects used in the collider experiment. For the collider experiment, 702

we measure mass using Eq. 9.15, which is independent of the value of the initial ve- 703

locity. The vital fact to remember is that the time texp taken to conclude the physical 704

experiment for masses ma and mb is bounded by (for constants A; B > 0): 705

A

jma �mbj � texp � B

jma �mbj : (9.18)

Proposition 13. The map M, given values by Eq. 9.15, is a measurement map with 706

exponential complexity. That is, the collider provides a model of the timed axioms 707

of measurement. 708

Proof. We start by providing the semantics of the predicates Et and Lt . We say 709

that two objects a and b have experimentally the same mass – event ? – if when a 710

collides with b, there is no answer from the oracle in time t . We say that the object a 711

has less mass than b if when a collides with b, the object a bounces back in time t . 712

Note that the separation axiom provided in Definition 21 is valid for the collider 713

machine experiment: for every objects a and b in O, if M.a/ < M.b/, that is if 714

ma < mb, then the time needed to detect the bouncing of object a is 715

t � B

jma �mbj ;

that is, aLt b. 716

The E-irreflexivity and E-connectivity follow directly from the fact that the ex- 717

perimental outcomes (for a given setup) are exactly one of f�1;?;C1g. The 718

properties 16(d) and 17(d) on increasing time are true, as a result of ˙1 at time t 719

guarantees the same result for any time t 0 > t . 720

Let us prove that the predicate Et is a timed equivalence relation. 721

It is reflexive: if two copies of a are made to collide, then there is no answer from 722

the oracle at any time – event?. Consequently there will be no answer in time t . 723

It is timed symmetric: if a collides with b with no answer from the oracle in 724

time t , then 725
B

jma �mbj > t:

Then, if b collides with a, then 726

A

jmb �maj >
A

B
t:

Thus, aEtb ) bEA=B ta. 727
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It is timed transitive: Suppose that a collides with b with no answer in time t , 728

and that b collides with c with no answer in time t . Then 729

B

jma �mbj > t and
B

jmb �mcj > t:

Since 730

jma �mcj D jma �mb Cmb �mc j � jma �mbj C jmb �mcj ;

we have 731

jma �mcj <
2B

t
:

Now if a collides with c, there will be no answer in time A=.2 B/t . 732

The proof that the predicate Lt is a transitive relation follows the same guidelines 733

as the proof given immediately above. If a collides with b and bounces back in time 734

t and b collides with c and bounces back in time t , then 735

A

jma �mbj � t and
A

jmb �mcj � t:

Since, in this case, 736

jma �mc j D jma �mb Cmb �mcj D jma �mbj C jmb �mc j ;

the upper bound on the experimental time required to distinguish a and c is 737

B

jma �mcj D
B

jma �mbj C jmb �mc j �
B

2 A
t:

The complexity of the map is determined by the analysis done in the proof of 738

Proposition 6. ut 739

The theory of the collider machine experiment CME as a measurement device 740

can be developped and fully axiomatized. Of course Hempel’s timed system of ax- 741

ioms is not complete for the CME: many further complex properties of the CME 742

can be axiomatised. Mainly, those properties that dissect the entanglement of the 743

relations Et and Lt for arbitrary values of t . 744

Let us give an example. In Hempel’s system, it can be proved that, for every 745

objects a, b, and c in O, if aLb and bEc, then aLc. In the timed system, it does not 746

hold that, for every objects a, b, and c in O, if aLt b and bEtc, then aLt c. But for 747

the collider this theorem can be replaced by a timed one in the following form: 748

Proposition 14. For every objects a, b, and c in O, for every time bound t, there is 749

a K 	 2 so that the following holds: If aLt b and bEKtc, then aLKtc. 750
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Proof. If aLt b and bEt 0c, then 751

t >
A

mb �ma

and t 0 <
B

jmb �mcj :

If t 0 D 2B=A t then we have 752

jmb �mcj < .mb �ma/ =2;

and then 753

mc �ma 	 mb �ma � jmb �mcj > .mb �ma/ =2:

Then an upper bound on the time taken to distinguish a and c is 754

B

mc �ma

<
2 B

mb �ma

<
2 B

A
t: ut

Many propositions of this kind can be proved for the CME, namely introduc- 755

ing quantifiers. They show how masses can be compared in the less abstract timed 756

system, where measurements take time, without further measurements. 757

We can also see how the CME fails to measure with arbitrary accuracy when 758

used with a polynomial time limit: 759

Proposition 15. Let p.n/ be a polynomial. For any a, an in O .n 2 N/, such that 760

M.an/ D M.a/�n, there are only finitely many n so that anLp.n/a. 761

9.6.4 Complexity 762

We propose that a measurement procedure has a “computational complexity” that 763

can be derived from the intrinsic duration of the phenomenon considered. 764

If a is the object being measured and, for all i 2 N; ai is the object from the 765

toolbox of standards corresponding to the dyadic rational zi , then we can restate 766

Proposition 10 in the following terms: 767

Proposition 16. Let A.T ; �/ be an experimental apparatus for physical theory 768

T and physical concept value �. If the Turing machine with the physical oracle 769

O.T ; �/ and a schedule can give instructions to set an infinite sequence of objects 770

fai gi2N to be compared with object a in some attribute, by the bisection method, 771

without timing out in any query, then 772

M.a/ D lim
i!1M.ai /: (9.19)
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Proposition 17. If the Turing machine (experimenter) is equipped with the 773

bisection algorithm, then the analogue-digital collider machine can serve as 774

measurement apparatus for the measure of mass with complexity exponencial 775

in the size of the query. 776

Proof. The time of the experiment is exponential in the size of zi u�, where zi is the 777

i -th query and � the unknown mass. Using the bisection algorithm the size of the 778

largest common prefix is jzi j up to 1 unit. Consequently, the time computed in this 779

way is the same complexity class .k02kn/. ut 780

This last proposition shows that the bisection method is one of those methods that 781

allows the experimenter, equipped with the toolbox of standards, to measure the 782

unknown mass with a time schedule that does not depend on the unknown mass, 783

although the experiment may time out assigning the two objects in the measurement 784

context the same mass in the sense of relation E . 785

We think these last propositions give a solid ground to understand our physical 786

experiences of measurement and the role of the Turing machine as experimenter. 787

Now we introduce what we think is the most relevant concept: 788

Definition 23. We say that a measurement in physical theory T has structural com- 789

plexity T if the associated measurement map M has a computable complexity T in 790

the sense of Definition 20. 791

Then we can define complexity classes of measurements, such as: 792

Definition 24. T � EXP is the class of measurements in physical theory T that 793

have associated measurement maps with exponential time complexity, i.e., complex- 794

ity 2O.n/. 795

We can specify an open problem in measurement theory: 796

Conjecture 1. No reasonable physical measurement, based upon a reasonable 797

physical theory T , has an associated measurement map with polynomial time 798

complexity. 799

The SME in Beggs and Tucker (2007) can be considered to be “unreasonable” 800

since its behaviour is not fully governed by physical laws. This is because no phys- 801

ical law determines what happens in the “close vicinity” of the vertex of the wedge 802

(cf. Froda 1959). 803

9.7 The Non-measurable Character of a Physical Concept 804

We start with a definition more general than Definition 14. 805

Definition 25. A number � is said to be measurable over a physical theory T if there 806

exists a Turing machine M with experimental apparatus A.T ; �/, specified by the 807

physical theory T , and physical oracle O.T ; �/ which, running over unbounded 808

time, computes a sequence of rational approximations to (the binary expansion of) �. 809
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(Compare the quotations Geroch–Hartle 3 and 5.) We are now going to reconsider 810

the collider experiment in Section 9.3. Let � denote the unknown value to be mea- 811

sured and fzi gi2N be the sequence of words queried by the Turing machine. 812

From the sequence fzi u �gi2N, introduced in Section 9.6, we can extract the 813

sequence of sizes fjziu�jgi2N, which determines the lower bound of the time needed 814

to perform the i -th consultation of the experiment, i 2 N. 815

We suppose there is a notion of physical time that belongs to the physical theory 816

T underlying the measurement. Suppose the natural physical T -time of the exper- 817

iment has a lower bound exponential in the size of the largest common prefix of 818

the unknown word and the query word. Then the sequence of lower bounds in the 819

times needed for the consultations is f2jziu� jgi2N. Therefore, even if the program for 820

the Turing machine “cheats” for some i 2 N, by timing out some queries, an infinite 821

subsequence of queries has to have time constraints. The proper way to formulate 822

this property is via the ˝ notation: 823

Proposition 18. Let O.T ; �/ be an oracle to a Turing machine for a physical theory 824

T and physical quantity �. Let physical T -time be � . Let the oracle consultation 825

schedule be T. If the number � is measurable then T 2 ˝.�/. 826

Now, we make a conjecture, which we will call the BCT Conjecture, stating: 827

Conjecture 2. For all reasonable physical theories T , for all reasonable physical 828

measurements of � based upon T , the natural physical T -time � is at least exponen- 829

tial in the size of z u �, where z is a query of the experimenter. 830

Our Conjecture 2 claiming exponential in the size of the query can be explored 831

for the bisection algorithm. By exponential we generally mean a law of time of 832

the form 833

�.n/ D 2kn; (9.20)

for some value of k different from 0. 834

As an example, consider the speed of light of 299 792 458 ms�1. Any attempt to 835

prove that it is 299 792 458. 0! ms�1 will fail, according to our conjecture, but an 836

attempt to prove that it is 299 792 458. 0id ms�1, for some large i may succeed for 837

some digit d ¤ 0. 838

Conjecture 2 is suggested by our studies of gedankenexperimente in a variety of 839

physical fields, measuring length, mass, resistance, latitude, mass of a elementary 840

particle, and Brewster’s angle in optics. All these experiments are fully described in 841

Beggs et al. (2009c). The conclusion of each analysis is the same: the time needed to 842

establish the nth bit of a value is at least exponential in n. Of course, if the statement 843

of the conjecture is turned into a widely accepted thesis, or even a law about the 844

process of measurement, then there will be deep consequences, both philosophical 845

and physical. 846

The following propositions answer questions seen earlier in Section 9.4: 847

Proposition 19. There are measurable numbers that are not computable. 848
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These are best seen through particular experiments such as Beggs and Tucker 849

(2007). 850

Proposition 20. There are computable numbers which are not measurable. 851

Proof. Take any dyadic quantity � of size n and consider it measurable. Then, the 852

Turing machine can produce a sequence fzigi2N of queries such that limi!C1 zi D 853

�. As a consequence of the concept of limit provided by Definition 13, we know that 854

there is an order p 2 N such that, for i > p; zi D �. For such queries zi ; i > p, 855

the time of the experiment is infinite. ut 856

This last Proposition 20 conspicuously challenges arguments in the quotation 857

Geroch and Hartle 6 (recall Section 9.4). A reason is this: for Geroch and Hartle, a 858

computable number is a priori, i.e., knowing that a number is computable we can 859

prove it is computable. But, in our case, we do not know if a quantity being measured 860

is computable or not. 861

We conclude that the Geroch and Hartle’s Quotation 6 (see Geroch and Hartle 862

1986) is a difficult one. Our interpretation is that Geroch and Hartle are making 863

distinguishing those numbers which can a priori be known to be computable and, 864

consequently, measurable, and those numbers under the influence of an experimen- 865

tal apparatus. Indeed, what Geroch and Hartle state in Quotations 5 and 6, taken 866

together, is that all computable numbers predicted by physical theories are measur- 867

able. This view is acceptable when only negative results are in context. But for the 868

Philosophy of Physics, if it is a refutation what we are looking for, then even this 869

exercise of Geroch and Hartle is not suitable. 870

The diference of knowing and not knowing in advance if a given quantity is 871

computable or not is entangled in the following two propositions from Beggs et al. 872

(submitted). The first tells us that, if we know a quantity in advance, then we can 873

design a schedule (using that quantity as a conventional oracle (!)) that allows the 874

experimenter to measure the number: 875

Proposition 21. There are programs Nk .with integer k 	 1/, with specified wait- 876

ing times .say Tk/, so that the following is true: For any non-dyadic � 2 Œ0; 1� and 877

any n 	 0, there is a k so that program Nk will find the first n binary places of �. 878

But if that quantity is not known in advance than, for most numbers, there is a 879

last bit that can be read. (cf. Proposition 19, stated in advance for the purpose of 880

clarity.) 881

Proposition 22. There are uncountably many � 2 Œ0; 1� so that, for any program P 882

with a specified computable schedule, having access to the oracle O.T ; �/, there is 883

an n so that P cannot determine the first n binary places of �. 884

We note that the impression that the non-algorithmic character of measurement 885

is induced by the thresholds of sensitivity of the equipment is false. In the collider 886

machine experiment the two flags are put at a finite non-zero distance from each 887

other: notice that the non-measurability arises no matter how small is the distance 888
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between the two flags. Besides that fact, there are uncomputable reals that are indeed 889

measurable irrespective to the finite distance between flags of the collider. 890

Thus, a number is computable if there is a Turing machine that generates a se- 891

quence of rational approximations to the number. 892

A number is measurable if there is a Turing machine connected to the experi- 893

ment that also produces rational approximations to that number – for the bisection 894

method, the sequence of queries is that sequence of rational approximations. 895

The relation between the measurable and the non-measurable is as subtle as 896

the relation between the computable and the non-computable. From what is non- 897

measurable we can produce measurable numbers by suitable encoding. The same 898

with the non-computable. Geroch and Hartle stresses this fact by giving the inter- 899

esting example of a computable number made of non-computable numbers (see 900

Geroch and Hartle 1986): 901

M D
1X

nD1

3�n

s.n/
; (9.21)

where s.n/ is the number of steps taken by the Turing machine encoded in n to halt. 902

This function s is itself non-computable. However, the number M is computable. In 903

order to approximate the number M to within error, say " D 0:01, it suffices to deal 904

only with the first ten terms in the sum, and, even for these, only either to determine 905

s.n/ or else ensure that it exceeds 1,000. So, given " D 0:01, our machine merely 906

runs the first ten Turing machines for 1,000 steps each one, letting s.n/ be infinite 907

for any machine that has not by then halted. 908

9.8 Conclusions 909

This paper is about measurement seen from a computational point of view. In our 910

models of Turing machines with physical oracles, introduced in our papers (Beggs 911

et al. 2008a, b, c, 2009a), we have been observing that our experiments make mea- 912

surements (e.g., in Beggs et al. (2008a, 2009b)). 913

In Campbell (1928), Carnap (1966) and Hempel (1952), we find an established 914

theory of measurement, axiomatized by Hempel (1952) extended by Carnap (1966). 915

Campbell (1928), discusses the problem of measurement in experiments involving 916

objects with almost identical attribute values. 917

According to a our framework all depends upon the physical theory chosen. For 918

Newtonian mechanics we have shown that for some experimental quantities are al- 919

ways measurable (see Beggs et al. 2008c; Beggs and Tucker 2007) whilst for others 920

there are quantities that are not always measurable. Our technical results can be 921

used to show that the task of measuring quantities in physics can be classified by 922

well known complexity classes. Principle 6, and the postulates, lead to a deeper 923

understanding of experimenters and experiments which impose a theoretical and 924

absolute limit on the measurability of a physical quantity. 925
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In this paper we solved two problems: we were able to strongly root the ideas 926

and results developed in Beggs et al. (2008a) in the Philosophy of Physics; and we 927

were able to provide a decidable theory by adding time complexity measures into 928

the Hempel’s system of axioms. 929

Edwin Beggs, José Félix Costa and John Tucker would like to thank EPSRC for 930

their support under grant EP/C525361/1. 931
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